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A. Answer the following questions.

(6 × 2 = 12)

1. How do you travel to other countries in a short period ?

Note : Cut along the marking to avoid un-even cutting or torn

2. What should we do before crossing the road ?
3. What is an igloo ? Who live in igloos ?
4. Write two healthy ways of eating.
5. Name three gemstones used in jewellery ?
6. Give three reasons why we should alwasy keep our body in a proper posture.
B. Answer in one word.

(8 × 1 = 8)

1. How many bones are there in our body ?
2. Where do we find sandy soil ?
3. What is a big ball of hot gases ?
4. Which source of water is pure ?
5. How much of the earth is covered with water ?
6. What is present all around us ?
7. Write the name of any endangered animal.
8. Write the name of two animals that give us milk.
C. Tick( ! ) the correct answers.

(8 × 1 = 8)

1. One of the following is made from milk
1) Meat

2) Sweets

3) Honey

2. Which statements are right ?
1) Plants give us food and shelter.
2) Plants keep the air dirty.
3) Plants give us oxygen.
3. Sunflower is a ...............

✃

1) water plant

2) herb

3) tree

4. A caterpillar grows into a ................
1) cat

2) rat

3) butterfly

5. Omnivores are the animals which eat ..............
1) only herbs

2) both plants and animals

3) animals

4) plants
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6. Tress give us ........ air.
1) pure

2) impure

3) foul

7. Our body is made up of ..............
1) blood and skin

2) hnads and legs

3) bones and muscles

4) All of these

8. Water helps us to stay .................
1) healthy

2) weak

3) ill

4) smart

D. Tick( ! ) the right statements and cross (#) the wrong statements.
1. Air transport is the cheapest means of transport.

(8 × 1 = 8)

2. We should learn swimming with an air-filled rubber tube.
3. Igloos are temporary houses.
4. Fruits and Vegetables are energy giving foods.
5. Coal, chalk and slate are soft rocks.
6. Bones are attached to muscles.
7. Air, water and land are necessary for life.
8. Shadow is formed in the opposite direction of light.
E. Fill in the blanks with the suitable words given in the box.

(8 × 1 = 8)

sun, globe, cover, metropolitan, footpath, igloo, heart, vapour
1. Metro trains are used in ................ cities.
2. Walk only on the ................
3. A house made fo snow is called ................
4. ................ food protects us from diseases.
5. Muscles make our ................ beat.
6. The small model of the earth is known as ................
7. Life is possible on the earth due to the ................
8. When we heat water, ................ is formed.
F. Match the following columns.

(6 × 1 = 6)

Column A

Column B

1. Bones / Skeleton

[

]

a) with your head high

2. Muscles

[

]

b) makes our muscles strong and fit

3. Good Posture

[

]

c) help in our body movements

4. Exercies

[

]

d) makes our body fit and perfect

5. Stand

[

]

e) provides support to our body

6. Walk

[

]

f) with your back straight.
00000
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